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On expansion path, NSrr fo
try reforms and new projects
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New Delhi: The lieutenant
governor is yet to sign off on
the bill converting
Netaji
Subhas Institute of Technology (NSIT) into a university.
But director Yogesh Singh-likely to become the university's first vice-chancellor-is
steering it through
reforms
and
expansion
that'll
help the Dwarkabased institute handle all its
administrative matters independent of Delhi University
and a student-body five-six
times its current size.
For starters, NSIT is expanding. Its totatintake, says
Singh, will be increased to
1,100 by next year and 5,0006,000 in a few more. It is
launching
eight new master's programmes next year
for which approval has already been secured-from
AICTE and Delhi University.
University-status
will free
the institute from having to
get future launches cleared
by DU first.
It has been suffering from
other afflictions as rest ofDU
too - only 50% of its teaching
posts are filled. Helping existing faculty are about 100PhD
students who have to teach
four-six hours in a week and
retired Indian Institute of
Technology
professors
are
helpfully located right next
door in Pradyogiki Appartments. About 10-15 of them
serve as guest teachers. "But
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NSIT director Yogesh
Singh (right), who is
likely to become the
institute's first ve, has
planned to expand and
reform it He says he
intends to make it a zerodischarge campus over
the next two-three years.
NSIT's total intake will
also be increased to
1,100 by next year
the process of filling the vacancies is on," says Singh, 49.
He's been with NSIT for just
over six months. His last stint
was as vice-chancellor
of
Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Gujarat and
he moved to Delhi, cutting his
second term short, in December,2014.
NSIT has to gear up for a
roll-strength
several times
its current one of 922. In addition to new buildings and
hostels, an air-conditioned
canteen for students and a
student- centre with a foodcourt, facilities for indoorgames, meeting place and
likely even a gymnasium, are
in the pipeline. There are
plans also for a WiFi-enabled

campus and digitizing the administrative
processes for
both students and teachers.
The top "packages" are practically on par with the best of
the IITs but now the placement system too is being restructured.
They're
introducing deferred placement
in tandem with a "business
incubation centre" for students to "test" their business
ideas. "It is basically minimizing risk for students who
may have to abandon their
start-ups," says Singh.
Singh says NSIT is also focusingon being as ecc-friendly as they can be. "We intend
to make it a zero-discharge
campus over the next twothree years," he says. A cen-

tral water-harvesting system
is planned that will convey
collected rainwater into a depression within the campus
that Singh hopes to turn into
a small lake. "Our current
water-harvesting
system
helps with just groundwater
recharge."
Water from a centralized
sewage-treatment
plant will
be used in horticulture;
all
the new buildings will be kitted out with smaller STPs
and water from those will be ~
used for flushing. "Expert
committees
are
already
working on proposals," adds
Singh. He also hopes to make
their foreign collaborations
.more effective which their
current MOUs aren't.

